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Here it is – this year's first issue of our company newspaper. Earlier in the year, we decided to wait with it because there were
other important and unavoidable, very time consuming projects
that required our full attention in order to be completed successfully and on time. I firmly believe we made the right decision.
So it is now with considerable pleasure that I write this editorial
since we have quite a few reasons to celebrate the upcoming
end of 2014. Our biggest achievement was saving the company
from the dangerous issues which inevitably resulted from the decisions of the paper mill's previous owner.
My mind wanders to my beginnings at papermill Goričane 20 years ago. In the June 1994
issue of the Goričane newspaper that I came upon a few days ago, I found my own statement, given upon taking up the position of the purchasing manager: »I am happy to have
found a team that is optimistic about the future and willing to continue the tradition of
papermaking in Goričane. I firmly believe we will succeed and I will be honoured to play a
part in this success story.«
Twenty years later, all I can say is that I have made the right decision back then and that
we really have succeeded. Of course, there were many problems, challenges and tests to
overcome. Numerous situations when decisions had to be made and not pushed away.
Looking back, I am proud of what I have accomplished on this path. Together, we succeeded – we saved jobs, went through with urgent and important investments, strengthened
our position in key papermaking markets and became a reliable business partner to our
customers and suppliers. They value us because they understand what we have accomplished throughout the years and they know they can trust us. This is our most valuable
capital. Under my leadership, we invested 43 million EUR in production and IT upgrades, 3
million EUR in the past four years alone.
In all these years, I have never been afraid of the challenges we faced − and there were
many. Year 2014 brought quite a few as well. However, we also experienced a historic
event – the signing of an agreement on preventive financial restructuring of the company,
a document that enables the further existence and development of papermill Goričane.
The confirmed plan for preventive financial restructuring is the result of a long-running
process of coordination with the financial creditors, wherein the main aim of the management of the company Goričane d.d. was to reach an agreement that would prove sustainable in the long term and would as such take into account the financial capacity of the Papirus Group. It should also be pointed out that we have within the company endeavoured to
implement measures to optimize the company's internal operations, the aim of which was
to further strengthen the company's position in terms of providing the foundations for the
company's long-term existence and further development in a highly competitive market.
Notwithstanding this, I am proud that we have in the recent period also made a number of
significant investments to upgrade of the company's production and support equipment.
Year 2014 witnessed the largest investment in the energy sector in the last 40 years. We
removed two smaller, 38-year old boilers, whereas the big one, weighing 40 tons, will be
preserved and used as backup. A new, environmentally friendly state-of-the-art steam boiler was installed. This 1.2 million EUR investment is expected to bring considerable savings
in energy product consumption.
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Year 2014
in numbers
Andraž Stegu
In the first ten months, 67.295 tons of paper were produced
and 62.576 tons were sold. A total of 86.5 % of production was
exported. In comparison with 2013, the net sale revenue in the
first 10 months of this year increased by 5.4 % and amounted
to EUR 52.703 million. Foreign market sales amounted to EUR
45.397 million or 86.1% of total income. EU market sales represent 54 % of foreign sales whereas the remaining share of foreign sales was produced on markets outside the EU, especially in
Turkey. For the past few years, the share of sheet paper remains
more or less at the level of 40% production.
As the end of the year is approaching quickly, let me use this opportunity to thank you for the great teamwork you have shown.
Let us stay united and committed to successfully achieving all our
future business plans.

MANAGING DIRECTOR: Andraž Stegu, B. Sc.

Have a merry Christmas and a happy New Year.

New collective agreement
for the paper and paper
converting industry

The paper and paper converting industry in Slovenia includes
around 100 companies with approx. 3500 employees total.
These companies differ by composition, size and product ranges.
During the negotiations, the employers and unions insisted
that at least minimum requirements should be defined in the
new collective agreement, whereas other arrangements can be
made independently between individual companies.

Petra Hunjadi
After two years and six months of negotiations, a new collective agreement for the paper and paper converting industry was
signed in December 2013 and brought into effect on January
1st 2014.

Therefore, the collective agreement for papermill Goričane,
which was signed in 2014, includes more details on the rights,
obligations and privileges arising from the agreement.

SIGNING THE COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT
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Sora Face paper sales
Aleš Pavlin

One-side coated papers have been traditionally produced at papermill Goričane ever since the first
batch was made on the current paper machine. Despite that, however, the production of one-sided
smooth paper for labels remains a challenge from both technological and commercial aspects since
this product is so different from anything that is currently available on the market.
Its most exceptional properties are opacity, stability and volume.
Many customers still feel the need for gloss but the trends are
slowly turning here as well. The latest printing techniques and
especially varnishing produce an almost identical end product.

Sales of Sora Face in the recent years
 Sheets,  Rolls

 595 106

The only serious disadvantage which we are fully aware of is the
fact that this paper is difficult to print in gravure technique.

2011
701

Whereas our initial target customer was the tobacco industry,
nowadays this paper is most widely used for egg carton labels. To
be honest, it also helps us a great deal that as soon as grammages are reduced, some of the competitors are no longer at stake.

 1719
2012
2093

Sales are constantly increasing. Our plan remains to try and land
some of the bigger customers in new markets as well, especially
in Turkey, Italy and Germany. Moving forward, we will definitely
devote a lot of time and attention to these targets. Next year, a
final decision will also be made on the fate of the Sora Face wetstrength paper.

 2302

649

 2243

1343

2013
2951

2014
1-10
3586

At the same time, it will be difficult to maintain the positions we
achieved on our main markets - in the Netherlands, France and
Czech Republic.
4
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And what about
our Sora Silico?

the huge economic growth in some African countries in the past
few years, the demand for silico papers has been increasing there
as well. The production itself is quite demanding, which is why
the rapidly growing markets are only now doing their first steps
in producing these materials, meaning that most of them still
come from the West. An increased demand has been noticed in
our company as well since practically most of our buyers now ask
for larger quantities of paper and are operating on full capacity.
In addition, several of them have been intensely preparing for
the construction of new capacities that are expected to be fully
operational already by 2016.

Andrej Gradišek

To be honest, we have become quite used
to talking about growth whenever silico
papers are mentioned. Over the years, the
sales have been increasing by double digits
and although the past two years were an
exception, the situation has changed again
in 2014 and provides a completely different
picture.

As I have mentioned before, due to quality improvement and
increased buyer demand, we have been experiencing a significant increase in quantities. I am sure that this particular range
of products will continue growing in the next few years as well,
however, certain upgrades are inevitable. It is extremely important that we remain competitive and at the same time, help our
current buyers obtain results that will allow them – and therefore
us as well – to further develop and grow. In the last decade, we
have significantly expanded our pool of loyal and regular customers who are willing to help us improve overall quality of our
products. At the same time, it is crucial that we prepare for the
new challenges we are facing since after all, European markets
are not immune to the very affordable prices of end products
from other, especially Asian countries.

Due to the rapidly increasing demand and new materials and applications, the section of silico materials has been growing really
fast, and since materials like these are hugely applied in construction, automobile, aviation and beverage industries, i.e. segments
that are significantly dependent on the current market situation,
this trend is to a considerable degree the result of the overall
economic growth. At the same time, however, silico materials
have been increasingly applied in households as well − they are
used for adhesive labels, plasters, sanitary products etc. Due to

Considering everything we have managed to achieve in the last
few years, I am convinced that we have not had our last word
yet. And of course, each one of us has something to contribute
to this success story.

An introductory film
about Papermill Goričane
produced by KOFEIN production team was finished
in the beginning of November and is now available on
www.goricane.si/en.
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Paper breaks still a
major challenge

have already accomplished but many challenges are still out
there to face. We need unity, consistency and straight-forward
implementation of guidelines set.
The other three elements or flows are very close-knit and of
equal importance. It is impossible to make fast decisions without accurate and updated information. That is why each department has to assume responsibility for its areas of work, and
adhere to regulations, plans and agendas, otherwise we all feel
the consequences that in this industry cost a lot of money.

Maja Mrgole

The year 2014 is rapidly coming to its
end. It has been an interesting, dynamic,
motivational and successful – but also
quite stressful. Looking back, several very
successful spheres can be identified,
however, there are still grey areas that we
have not been able to improve yet or define
what is causing those issues. Perhaps at times
our response was too slow, and sometimes
we just ran out of ideas, willpower and time.

This year, SILICO paper has been an illustrative example of integrated quality. Our buyers provided us with information on
the level of expected quality, but they also listened to our suggestions for a better machine capacity utilization since every
batch produced is coordinated with the planning and sales
departments (information flow). We worked systematically –
segment by segment. First, we focused on the raw material
composition (material flow) which is the same for any batch.
We identified the key sources of potential defects which are
now being successfully managed. If necessary, we reduced the
broke limits on parameters and implemented self-monitoring
to allow for improved troubleshooting. The quality of SILICO
paper was therefore a direct result of our actions. Runnability
is improving, we have happy return customers, the number of
complaints has been reduced, sales are growing, new customers are contacting us ... The same approach is applied with
other papers as well, especially with specialty papers where we
should never forget that product quality stems from all company processes and relies on employees as key factor.

Let us see how we had started.
First, we established precise definitions of areas that had to be
improved immediately. This was expected of us from our buyers. This was something we had to do to stay on the highly demanding market of specialty papers. Our priority goal was thus
set: QUALITY AS CONSEQUENCE. In other words, we decided
to focus on four elements known from the so-called integrated
quality model:
• Service or production flow
•

Information flow

•

Material flow and

•

Employees – the most important element.

In the future, it is definitely our plan to proceed with what we
have started. We must never let ourselves fall behind but in
order to grow, a radical shift in machine runnability will have to
be made in 2015. In addition, we should improve the process
of preventing the unnecessary shutdowns and increase the
quality of shutdowns and startups.
And where can we start improving paper machine runnability?
In paper breaks. Paper breaks have always been a difficult issue
in our paper mill. It is an area that costs us a lot of energy, time
and money. In 2014, we had two really black months whereas
the rest of the year was similar to the years before. However,
we must not take this as a given. A project was set up. The project team includes employees from different departments. Two
clear goals were established: to reduce the number of paper
breaks by 30% and to cut the time of tail threading. We have
one year to achieve these goals. Documents, guidelines and
remedial measures have already been prepared.

Competences were developed based on an assumption that
each individual significantly contributes to the overall level of
quality. How important it is to work with responsibility every
single day, how important is knowledge and awareness of the
fact that a quality product costs nothing more whereas the
value of a job well done is - priceless. Progress is already visible
but the real results are still to come.
Responsibility and motivation are also reflected in the concept
of idea management. The number of ideas is quite amazing for
we received almost 50 useful proposals. Many of them have
been implemented and are already providing positive results.
This is certainly a good way for building trust in the knowledge
we already have, lots of it. We just have to listen, believe and
act. Eleven new employees have been hired and they work in
important newly created workplaces but with the support and
skills of our experienced papermakers, any gap in knowledge is
hardly noticeable. Together we can be proud of everything we

I strongly believe we are capable of successfully completing
this project. I have said it before and I will say it again: a good
team turns impossible into possible. Personally, I completely
trust in the team I was assigned to lead.
And since we are quickly approaching the end of this year, I
sincerely wish all of you to keep all the good that has happened
in 2014 and build on it with new positive experience in 2015!
6
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Investment in
cut-off transport
at the finishing
department
Robert Štiftar

In the second half of 2013, discussions were
being held about cutting rolls that would
be wider than regularly. The goal was to
cut as many rolls from the inventory as possible. However, due to insufficient capacity
of suctioning cut-offs on cross-cutters and
due to the fact that cutting off wider rolls
would cause a risk of a pipeline blockage
and thus require lower operational speed
than planned, an idea was put forward to increase the capacity of the cut-off suctioning
system. However, in order to do that, we had
to invest in a suctioning system that would
be more powerful than the existing one.

SEPARATOR ON THE CUT-OFF PRESS

side and drive side), resulting in higher capacity and cutting
speed.
•

As per advice from the management, the project of system implementation and upgrade was contracted with Fama, an Italian
company that performed all the necessary tests of the existing
system and prepared specifications for installing a new cut-off
suctioning system that we could use to cut paper at higher speed
and with wider cut offs. The new system allows for cutting off
paper 2x10 cm wide on both cross cutters, which is something
we were not able to do before.

The investment was approved and confirmed in February 2014
and activities were launched shortly afterwards to prepare all the
necessary phases of the project.
In June, when we had all the necessary material, we replaced
the press separator and removed the old pipeline for suctioning
air out of the separator, followed by the installation of a new
pipeline leading to Deltoid (a chest with anti-dust filters). Also,
a new fan was installed to PRS 1, a new pipeline was connected
and a motorized fan was moved from PRS 1 to PRS 2. After that,
we tested the new suctioning system. There were some beginner issues and a few blockages of the pipeline, however, Fama’s
contractors managed to set the parameters and troubleshoot
the system to enable smooth operation with both PRs and MO.
Different scenarios were tested – combinations of suctioning off
to the press and pulper – to ensure that dampers react quickly
enough and properly enable or disable air flow.

The upgrade included:
•

Enlargement of the separator on the cut-off press (connecting the MO, PRS 1 and PRS 2 with two pipelines or two fans,
and the possibility of connecting the old sheet cutter).

•

A new version of the suctioning pipeline with a larger diameter for removing excess air from the press separator and
pulper separator with additional dampers for regulating air
flow plus a connection to air filtering into Deltoid.

•

Connection of a new, more powerful new cut-off fan on PRS
1 and installing of a new pipeline.

•

Transfer of cut-off fan from PRS 1 to PRS 2 in order to allow for separate suctioning for each single cut-off (guide

Replacement of the existing fan to MO with a new, more
powerful and upgraded pipeline.

By establishing a powerful new suctioning system, PRS 1 and PRS
2 operational speed was increased and any cut-off blockages
were prevented. In addition, it is now easier to switch cut-off
direction to the pulper or the press. The goal of this project was
therefore achieved.
7
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New steam boiler
in the energy
sector
Janez Gale

In 1976, a new paper production line was
set up at papermill Goričane. The investment
included a new energy sector facility that
was installed to produce enough steam for
both pulp production and the new paper
production line.

UNLOADING THE NEW BOILER ON OUR PREMISES

steam per hour. The already exceptional efficiency level (97.3%)
is further increased by two additional ECO systems for waste heat
recovery for preheating the boiler feed water and combustion
air. Due to the maximum recovery of discharge waste heat, the
fuel gas temperature will drop below 80°C, whereas the levels
of NOx and CO emissions are expected to fully comply with the
current legal requirements. The operation of the new steam boiler is based on parameters that will be considerably lower (steam
pressure 8 bar, temperature 180°C) than now (pressure 56 bar,
temperature 500°C), and since total steam produced will be
used exclusively for the production of paper, we expect a decrease in natural gas consumption, whereas due to smaller feed
pumps and gas burner frequency regulation, overall power consumption in the energy sector should drop to around a quarter
of the current consumption rate.

The facility was equipped with three steam boilers. The largest of
them, having the capacity of producing 40 tons of overheated
steam per hour, has been operating almost non-stop until nowadays. It was only shut down once every three years for overhauls,
inspections and tests. During such periods, steam was usually
produced by the mid-sized boiler, having the capacity of 13 tons
of saturated steam, whereas the smallest boiler has never been
used in production.
In all these years, the paper mill has experienced dynamic development and gradual modernisation. Adapting to market demands, changes in product range, new technologies, new equipment and last but not least, new discoveries and competences
have required regular investments in paper production. However, we managed to keep the energy sector in top condition,
maintaining high availability and efficiency while avoiding any
larger investments.

By reducing the cost of energy, the whole investment, worth EUR
1.2 million is expected to be repaid within the next two years.

The current equipment of the energy sector is in a very good
shape but with regard to the efficiency, it tends to reach a ceiling
that we cannot surpass. In addition, the medium boiler became
too small for the needs of daily paper production, whereas the
largest boiler, which was initially designed to produce steam for
pulp production as well, turned out to be too big. In order to
reduce both the cost of energy and the level of greenhouse gas
emissions, a decision was made to invest in a new, highly efficient steam boiler that would be dynamic enough to cover the
growing needs of paper production.

The supplier contract was signed at the end of 2013 and included the expected time of delivery, effective immediately. The boiler, made in Germany, is more than 10 m long and 4 m wide,
almost 5 m high and weighs almost 60 t empty.
Because of such supersized dimensions, it was of course extremely difficult to transport the boiler to Goričane and set it
up to its working position. In fact, the transport itself was exceptional enough to be featured in TV news. Therefore, I believe it
deserves a few words describing some of the most crucial moments.

Two 38-year old steam boilers − the medium-sized (13 t) and the
smallest one – were removed and properly disposed of, whereas
the big WB40 boiler, while being too wasteful for the current
production needs, will be preserved as a cold reserve.

Initially, various methods of transport, either by road or train,
were put on the table. However, due to the numerous bottlenecks on the railway connecting Ljubljana with Germany that
could cause delays or – without proper adjustment – even dis-

The new boiler is a state-of-the-art environmentally friendly steam
boiler made by Bosch, with capacity of 25 tons of saturated
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ADJUSTING THE BOILER TO ITS WORKING POSITION

able transport, we have finally decided to use special freight
transport by road. Who would have thought that the biggest
challenge was waiting right outside our door: the capacity of
both road bridges crossing river Sora in the south and the railway
on the north, leading to the paper mill, turned out to be too low
to allow for the transport of the new boiler. Therefore, the only
possible access to the mill was by train.

cause we had to check for all the bottlenecks on our way as we
went along. A part of the route included the Belgrade−Munich
international railway corridor so we made sure to provide the
highest security possible and guarantee proper coordination.
Once inside the paper mill, the boiler was unloaded with an autolift. While waiting for the boiler to arrive, a 10 m high metal construction was built behind the energy sector building to facilitate
lifting the boiler and placing it to its working position. In order to
be able to do that, we had to open up a part of the energy sector
and pull down a part of the cable storage building.

But for that, the boiler had to be transloaded from the towing vehicle to an appropriate freight train wagon. There were only two
possible locations that could serve as a transloading point – in
Ljubljana or at the train station in Medvode. However, since the
boiler’s dimensions already reached the railway transport capacity limit, all we had left was the option of transloading in Medvode. To guarantee a successful and timely action, we had to establish a well-coordinated cooperation between the road transport provider, transloader, the Slovenian railways system and the
municipality of Medvode. The effort involved tens of people and
was greatly furthered by one of our former colleagues, Jože Šiler,
otherwise already retired.

The final phase of the transport started at around 8 am the next
morning. The base frame and burner were installed to the boiler in the area in front of the energy sector. In the meantime,
we prepared the metal landing. With the autolift, the boiler was
then lifted and moved from the area in front of the energy sector
over the roofs of the spare parts storage and the former energy
sector, and placed on the landing. From there, we used manual
pulleys to tug the boiler inside the energy sector building and
install it to its proper position. The whole process was concluded
at about 5 pm when we were finally able to take a break.

It took the boiler-carrying road tractor, accompanied by other
vehicles, two days to get from Germany to the Medvode train
station where we had a special space reserved for unloading.
The next morning, a special freight train wagon – with proper
capacity and dimensions for boiler transport − was brought from
Croatia to a side track of the station It included a team of experts
trained for securing the freight on the wagon. An autolift with
capacity above 200 t was selected for the transloading from the
road tractor to the interim space at the train station and onto the
freight wagon the next day.

I can proudly say that everything went exactly according to the
time schedule and − one could say − with precision down to the
last millimeter and kilogram.
Of course, all this would not have been possible without the continuing efforts of everyone involved in this project: the people
who made space for the new boiler, the new boiler, took care of
its transport, installed it, started it and those who now operate it
on a daily basis. Thank you!

In a slightly foggy morning, the properly secured and anchored
boiler was loaded on the wagon. It took almost an hour to transport the boiler from the local train station to the paper mill be9
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Upgrade of 20 kV
switchgear and a
new distribution
line

tion network. EG suggested that this should be solved by installing
a completely new underground distribution line leading from their
high-voltage switchgear in the HE Medvode hydroelectric power
plant to our 20 kV switchgear located in the so-called RTP space.
The RTP space is located on the south side of the bleaching hall. A
new distribution line would therefore be the third one for our paper mill. In order to connect the new line to the paper mill, we had
to build a new high-voltage (HV) bay and at the same time partly
upgrade the rest of the power equipment in the 20 kV switchgear.
The process of upgrading the 20 kV switchgear and installing a
new distribution line was divided into several steps.

Andrej Šušteršič

The first step was to transfer the so-called measuring current transformers to a new location in the RTP space in order to secure a new
free HV bay. Safety could only be guaranteed by disconnecting the
entire paper mill from the public power distribution network and
thus establishing more or less rest and de-energized conditions
in the area. Most of the work was performed on Saturday, May
31, 2014 when we transferred the measuring current transformers and conducted other urgent and regular maintenance work
on the paper mill’s high-voltage equipment. HV switches were re-

In modern times, life and work without
electricity – either at home, in production plants or offices − is unimaginable.
Everything changes even during short power outages. Are we capable of really “living”
in moments like this at all?
The same question applies to our paper mill and production sector. Without power, both the production and the plant itself are
shut down completely.
With its monthly consumption exceeding 4 GWh, Papermill
Goričane is one of the biggest customers of Elektro Gorenjska
(EG), a Slovenian power distribution company. For comparison
– in 2013, the average monthly household power consumption
amounted to 325 kWh1.
Before 2014, power required for the papermill was supplied via
two medium-voltage (20 kV) distribution lines. The paper mill is
most visibly connected to the distribution line’s T-pole halfway between the towns of Medvode and Škofja Loka, on the edge of the
mill’s premises. This particular overhead-underground cable line
has been used for supplying power to papermill Goričane from
the 1960s. However, the maximum consumption power supplied
through this line is limited to 7.3 MW. EG uses this distribution
line mostly as a backup line for the town of Škofja Loka and its
surroundings and in case this reserve is utilised, Goričane would
have to proportionately reduce its power consumption. The second distribution line is installed entirely under ground and connects Goričane with the public power distribution network. It was
installed more than 10 years ago and allows for a receiving supply
that exceeds 4 MW of power.
Because of the new steam boiler and its startup (and because the
paper mill does not produce its own power anymore), several upgrades were required to prepare for a proportionately increased
and stable receiving power supply from the public power distribu-

1

T-POLE FOR THE PAPERMILL'S POWER SUPPLY

Source : AGEN-RS
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placed by F6.0 and F6.1 (20kV/6.3 kV) internal transformers. The
outdated oil switches were replaced by new vacuum ones. At the
same time, a new supply bay – that used to be the spare bay − was
prepared for the connection of the new distribution line. All the
necessary HV power-safety equipment was installed in the HV bay,
including separators, transformers, high voltage indicating devices
and a new HV vacuum switch. A new safety control station with
all corresponding components for ensuring the safety and application of such HV bay was added to the existing station. In addition,
we installed proper control and signalization for local and long-distance use from our energy sector.

the new line. EG employees installed more than 1000 m of the
new line (line type: N2Y(F)2Y 3x1x240/25 mm2), leading from
the new HV bay in the RTP space to the first transformer substation
on Svetje, and connected the line on both ends. The new line will
allow for over 8 MW of receiving supply.

In Spring, EG launched preparations for the installation of the new
distribution line in cooperation with Goričane. After all the necessary approvals and permissions were acquired, earthmoving work
finally started in June. The line route was installed from the last
power manhole on the other side of the railway and directed to
the power duct bank in our stock preparation space. It was especially challenging to achieve a breakthrough under the municipal
road and the railway at the same time. The earthmoving activities
on the new line’s route were followed by the actual installation of

The new distribution line and new equipment in our RTP space
will secure a more stable and reliable power supply of papermill
Goričane, whereas the other two supply lines will be used for backup in case of emergency or power outage.

In October, EG and the contractor installing power equipment
tested the operation of HV devices and both undervoltage and
overvoltage protection, thus fulfilling the requirements for a technical inspection of the new distribution line.

The upgrade of the so-called 20 kV switchgear in the RTP space
and the installation of the new distribution line were performed in
cooperation with Elektro Gorenjska, C&G d.o.o., EMB Bizant and
the electrical maintenance sector of papermill Goričane.

RTP SPACE
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New management
information system

•

Worn out hardware.

•

Insufficient compatibility with Microsoft applications.

What we are looking for – our basic requirements:
•

Simplified implementation and a reasonable timeline - extra
work for users during the project.

•

Flexibility – option to expand functionalities, compatibility
with other software applications.

•

Reliable operation after the implementation – providing
high system availability and proper support.

Jože Malej

MIS/ERP as the key ingredient of every company
Management information systems (MIS) or Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) are highly integrated software solutions for monitoring company operations on all levels – for keeping track of
any events and managing all available resources. This process
can include financial-administrative, manufacturing, human
and material resources. On the level of technology, the ERP system is used for monitoring resources, processes and capital,
and provides any elements necessary for their management.
Contemporary ERP systems represent comprehensive solutions
that provide companies or organizations with the necessary
competitive responsiveness and help connect them with its
buyers, suppliers and business partners. A typical characteristic
of such systems is that they allow for all company data and processes to be integrated into a common system. Each ERP system
is customizable, meaning that it can be completely adapted to
the needs and business processes of a specific user. The customization of ERP systems allows the user to fine tune the system in
accordance with the company needs.

By the end of 2013, we established a team of our employees
from different sectors to attend presentations by several providers of ERP solutions. We invited both Slovenian providers and distinguished providers and their partners from abroad. After their
presentations, we did an analysis of some of the key parameters
that we knew would affect our final decision:
•

Economic parameters
– Costs (implementation price, licenses, cost of maintenance)
– Implementation timeline
– Possibility to apply standard solutions

•

Technical parameters
– Business operation support (coverage, business intelligence, e-business, CRM)
– Compatibility (operation systems, office applications)
– Scalability (upgrades, customization)
– User interfaces (GUI)

Information systems change. Whereas a few years ago, the
whole company could be managed by one ERP system only,
nowadays it is becoming increasingly common to integrate
production, storage and documentation systems with CRM and
business intelligence systems. In order to achieve a high level of integration, it is important that each event/document is
entered in the system only once. Thus, all business events are
stored in one database and can be readily accessed from anywhere - within the limits of specific user rights, of course. SAP,
Navision, Infor, Oracle Financials, JD Edwards etc. are just some
of the most widely used and well known ERP solutions.

•

Other parameters
– User training system
– Technical and user support
– Provider rating (experience, market share, references).

Production process specifics

In November 2013, preliminary activities and discussions were
held in order to launch the process of replacing the existing Alpha system.

Based on the information provided and the software solutions
offered, it soon became clear that none of the suggested systems fully covers all the specific requirements of our production
process. Due to the fact that it would make sense to integrate
the implementation of the ERP system with MES (Manufacturing
Execution System), it was really helpful to be able to see how a
combination of these two solutions is already applied in other
companies, and in addition, two MES solution providers gave us
a presentation of their products.

Main reasons for the upgrade:

Storage operation specifics

•

Although reliable, the existing system is outdated.

•

The supplier does not provide technical support anymore.

•

Helpdesk terminated.

By default, all solutions of the new ERP system involve storage
operations/logistics as well. However, we definitely had to examine whether the existing software (SVS Skladko) and its functionality meet the requirements of certain operational specifics.

Searching for solutions
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Selection and decision

Implementation phase

Given the fact that in practice, none of the proposed ERP solutions covers all the different aspects of the customer‘s operations, the preliminary phase of such projects always includes a
GAP analysis or a functional specification phase, i.e. an analysis
of the actual operational requirements. This is the key document
defining which segments of the user business process are included in existing software modules and which would require changes and upgrades. It is therefore about one of the most important analyses in establishing the final price and time framework
of the information system implementation.

The NAV application is already installed on local servers and two
classrooms were set up specifically for training purposes with
the introductory training courses already in progress, involving
individual areas for key users and the process of defining basic
parameters.

When all the preliminary phases of this project were concluded, a decision was made by the project team in June 2014
to replace the existing Alpha system with the contemporary
NAV2013R2 ERP system provided by Adacta Group, a company
from Ljubljana. In order to integrate the specifics of our production process, i.e. the fragmentation of IT solutions in this sector,
in one product, the MES system was entrusted to our existing
contractual partner, Kolektor Sinabit from Ljubljana. And in order
to fulfil the requirements of storage operations and logistics, we
decided to keep and properly upgrade SVS Skladko, our current
software provided by Espro from Ljubljana, since it is clear that its
functionalities suit our needs perfectly, therefore ensuring a far
better added value than any other standard NAV solution. Now,
our plan is to establish these three products as the backbone of
our business information system.

Nowadays, contemporary ERP systems are used in almost any
form of organization or company regardless of its size. The optimization of business processes is the key factor for successful
company growth and requires comprehensive solutions for existing business processes.

In the meantime, the application is being installed on end users‘
hardware to ensure access to the NAV test environment. In addition, we are preparing parent data (product items, buyers, suppliers), parallel code tables and default settings that will represent the foundation for setting up the actual NAV environment.

A transition to a new information system is a very complex process. Fortunately, the numerous ERP solution providers are well
aware of that and have applied their experience to prepare well-established methodologies of implementation, replacement
and integration of information systems in different environments. However, choosing an appropriate strategy, motivating
key users and firmly believing that the new information system
will contribute to the overall improvement and user satisfaction
are definitely the crucial factors for an efficient and timely implementation.

CLASSROOM AT THE MAIN BUILDING
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Environmental
report
Jerneja Pečnik,
Environmental Protection Agent

The business operation of papermill
Goričane is in full compliance with the
legislative requirements and directives.
Papermill Goričane demonstrated its environmental awareness by upgrading the
system of sustainable forest management
and establishing new standard requirements of FSC® and PEFC™ custody chain in
accordance with the EUTR Directive.
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Consumption of natural resources

FSC products

Rational consumption of natural resources is measured by the index
of material loss from the production process. Material loss calculated on the waste water treatment plant are based on the amount
of extracted sludge. In the recent years, we have been experiencing material loss cause by the frequent changes of product ranges.
Specialty paper market is very demanding and requires the ability
to adapt fast, causing frequent changes in product ranges and consequently, increased material loss.

In 2013, 3,573 tons of FSC mixed pulp and 14,040 tons of FSC
CW pulp (controlled origin) were consumed in FSC production.
We managed to sell 7,234 tons of FSC papers (FSC Mix Credit). In
the first six months of 2014, 4,383 tons of FSC mixed pulp and
12,728 tons of FSC CW pulp (controlled origin) were used in FSC
production. We managed to sell 4,664 tons of FSC papers (FSC
Mix Credit).
In PEFC production, the consumption rate reached 174 tons of
PEFC certified pulp. 29 tons of 100% PEFC certified papers were
sold. In the first six months of 2014, 1,416 tons of PEFC certified
pulp was used in production and 804 tons of 100% PEFC certified paper was sold.

Underground water is our main source of fresh water supply.
Fresh water is used for cooling the machinery and then partly recovered as process water. In 2013, the consumption of process
water increased due to the new environmental requirements
for the organic charge of waste process water. The water loop
had to be reopened from 11 m3/ton of product to 16m3/ton of
product.

In 2013, we began acquiring data to ensure the traceability of timber in accordance with the EU Timber Regulation no.
995/2010. Our self-declaration on implementing operators obligations for placing wood products on the market as a business
entity and an exporter is available on the papermill’s website.

The consumption of energy products is improving each year and
we have exceeded the annual goals as defined by best available
techniques in accordance with the IPPC Directive. Each year, we
are left with a surplus of emission coupons.
Table 1: Average material losses from production process

Material
loss

Indicator

Goal

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
(1st half
year)

%
(calculation acc. to gross production)

0.85

0.72

0.81

0.75

0.84

0.88

0.9

Table 2: Fresh water consumption
Indicator

Consumption
of water

Annual
goals

Fresh water (water wells)
1000 m3

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

4 626

4 552

4 624

4 401

4 189

Fresh water (cooling in the power station)
1000 m3

6 964

3 483

3 387

3 492

3 309

2 887

Fresh water (technological purpose)
1000 m3

1 229

1 143

1 163

1 133

1 091

1 302

15

11.4

14.2

11.6

10.9

16.2

Annual goals

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Natural gas 1000 Sm3

15 679

15 638

15 987

15 937

14 628

Electricity purchased MWh

28 428

26 623

26 766

28 809

26 328

29 385

29 309

29 963

29 868

27 416

3 449

3 525

2 871

2 966

5 418

0.7 to 0.9

0.545

0.580

0.652

0.651

0.580

7 to 8

3.81

3.93

3.82

3.69

4.05

Spec.consumption of process
water
Table 3: Consumption of energy products
Indicator

Net
consumption
of heat GJ/
ton

Emission coupons

32 834

Surplus of emission coupons
Consumption of electricity
MWh/ton
Net consumption of heat GJ/ton
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Emissions

time, evening time and nighttime. The next monitoring of noise
imissions to the environment is scheduled for 2016.

To air

Waste

Emissions to air are monitored by an outsourced institution. In line
with the requirements of the IPPC environmental permit, the monitoring of emissions to air has to be carried out every third year.
The last one was performed in 2012. The results of NOx and dust
measurements are in compliance with the legislation.

Papermill Goričane has a well-established system of separating
waste at its source – we have smaller containers for separate types
of waste being disposed of by our employees on a daily basis.
There are waste disposal units available with separate containers
for different types of waste. Our company is a part the waste packaging management system established by INTERSEROH.

To water
Before being discharged to the water course, process waste water
is treated on the mechanical chemical waste water treatment plant.
Annual monitoring shows compliance with the IPPC environmental
permit requirements.

Hazardous substance management
In hazardous substance management, our well-kept and regularly
maintained storage tanks and pumpings enabled us to retain a low
risk rate. We have a well-established plan of hazardous chemicals
management outlining all activities that are necessary in order to
harmonise our operations with the legislation. Our employees are
being regularly trained for hazardous substance management and
the course of conduct in cases of accidental spillage of hazardous
substance.

The requirement for discharges to the water course has been intensified significantly in 2013. Thus, the concentration of BOD5 should
be 50 mg/l instead of the previously required 25 mg/l. In order to
comply with legislative requirements concerning the concentration
of BOD5, we reopened the water loop and thus reduced the concentration of organic substances (mainly starch and sugar).

Noise

In addition, our operations are in full compliance with the REACH
Directive (Regulation (EC) no. 1907/2006) and we always inform
our buyers that we do not produce papers containing deliberately
released substances. Our suppliers, on the other hand, are obliged
to regularly provide us with declarations ensuring the absence of
substances of high concern (SVHC). These declarations are being
updates every six months when new compounds are added to the
Candidate List of Substances of Very High Concern. Information is
available on our website, www.goricane.si, under Environment.

In accordance with the IPPC permit, noise monitoring is performed every third year. The last monitoring was completed in
2013. Noise measurements on three locations in the vicinity of
the papermill were below the maximum permitted limit for day-

Exceptional events
In 2013 and the first six months of 2014, there were no incidents
that would negatively affect the environment.

Environmental goals and programmes
1.

BOD5 concentration was reduced by opening up the papermaking water loop. We have not yet made the decision
to implement a biological waste treatment plant because
we are still examining the economic viability and technical
treatment ability of a very low process waste water organic
charge.

2.

The development of products made of paper sludge is now
focused on pulp disengagement and fermentation to obtain
useful alcohols. This project is being implemented by the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering at the University
of Maribor, Slovenia (wrapping up the EUREKA ZEROEFF project).

3.

A project for reducing the emissions of NOx to air below the
level of 150mg/Nm3; installation of a new steam boiler with
a low content of NOx.

4.

New noise silencers were installed in 2013, resulting in a
significantly reduced noise level during the safety steam discharge.
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Table 4: Emissions to air
Indicator
Emissions
to air

IPPC environmental permit

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

3

NOx mg/m

200

163*

163*

163*

152**

152**

Dust mg/m3

150

4.2*

4.2*

4.2*

11

11

*Results of the 2009 monitoring
**Results of the 2012 monitoring

Table 5: Emissions of substances to water
Indicator
Emissions
to water

Suspended
solids

IPPC
Environmental
permit
(limits by
1.1.2013)

mg/l

35

kg/t

0.4

IPPC
Environmental
permit
(limits by
1.1.2013)

0.4

mg/l

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
(1st half
year)

7.1

13.5

12.8

16.2

11.8

6.4

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.19

0.08

84

146

162

143

71

60

COD
kg/t
mg/l
BOD5

4**

4**

0.9

2.0

1.7

1.5

1.15

0.8

50**

25**

28

39

39

39

18

14

0.3

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.28

0.2

5.1

5

5.6

5.2

6.1

5.7

0.06

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.102

0.08

0.1

0.1

0.07

0.09

0.066

0.27

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.003

0.12

0.25

0.12

0.25

0.071

0.093

0.001

0.003

0.001

0.002

0.0011

0.003

kg/t
mg/l

10

N tot
kg/t
mg/l

0.2
2

P tot
kg/t

0.01

mg/l
AOX
kg/t

0.015

0.005

** the limit is defined for production with more than one production programme change a day

Table 6: Waste
Indicator

Waste management plan

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
(1st half
year)

Paper
sludge

ton

max. 1.600

1 739

1 815

1 720

1 879

2 810

922

Municipal
waste

ton

max. 50

47

51

31

30

35

21

Paper
packaging

ton

max. 300

305

280

294

350

392

212

Metal
packaging

ton

max. 110

102

123

119

126

133

68

Plastic
packaging

ton

max. 15

6

12

9

9

43

22

Wood
packaging

ton

33

8

43

57

45

32
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Interview:

Marija Mihovec
Petra Hunjadi
how to do it quickly. At the time lots of employees in the factory
were from other Yugoslav republics and when I was writing their
names in the timesheet on my first day at work, I couldn’t remember a single surname. Often us, the girls, would bake a cake,
so we could have a sweet treat together at work.
What do you like best about the work you do?
In the accounting department, where I have done most of my
work years, we help one another and get along well too. The
work is very dynamic as we need to make sure we obey the laws,
which keep changing.
What do you remember most from these past 30 years, any
memorable experiences?
During these years I was most unhappy when the company management introduced the split shift from 7:30 to 16:30, as I had
four young children at home. Also, a very stressful time was in
1992, when they discontinued the production of pulp and many
employees ended up jobless.
However, I’ve always been happy if the company was doing well.
I was pleased about the modernization of production, which
went hand in hand with an increase and improvement of production and, consequently, with greater competitiveness in the
market.

This summer, Marija Mihovec or Minka − as
we call her − celebrated 30 years of working
at papermill Goričane.

What do you like doing in your free time?

She works as the chief bookkeeper, which requires a meticulous
and responsible person, as she is the one to take care of proper
recording of all company’s business transactions and also complying with bookkeeping regulations and standards.

In my free time, I like going hiking with my husband and friends;
in the mountains I get to enjoy the beauty of nature and recharge
my batteries, so I can deal with the strenuous everyday life. I also
like cycling. I also find a lot of joy in flowers, so I love decorating
our church. But my greatest joy are my four grandchildren, who
keep me happy and teach me new things over and over again.

When and how did you start working at the Paper Mill
Goričane?
I got employed in the paper mill on 1.8.1984 as an administrator in the paper production department. This was my third
job. When I joined the company I was a young mom with two
children, which was the reason I had been given the job in the
first place, as they counted on me not going on maternity leave
again ...This was actually them counting their chickens before
they were hatched, because I have four children now.

Do you have a motto that you live by? What means a lot to
you, what sort of values?
My motto is do everything in moderation, be fair and honest.
Be friendly to everyone and have a nice word, or at least smile,
ready for anyone you meet. Life is short, so there is no use in making each another’s lives miserable, as there is too much hardship
and ordeal as it is. What also means a lot to me is my family and
that I get along well with my husband, our children and their
families. And faith helps me overcome everyday problems, which

What do you remember about the time when you started
out?
We got along really well in the department, so I liked going to
work. My colleagues helped me get to know the work and I learnt

I’ve had my fair share of.
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Interview:

ed a scholarship contract with the company in 1979 and I was
receiving their scholarship. I enrolled in a vocational secondary
school, i.e. the school of electrical engineering. At the time it
was 6 months of lessons at school and six months of work placement. In 1984, I was enlisted in the army and did the military
service in Bjelovar, in Croatia, before I returned to the factory a
year later.

Darko Šimnovec
Petra Hunjadi

What do you remember about the time when you started out?
At the beginning there were many more employees, as there was
also the pulp plant. Everything was more simple back then, the
machinery, production, the atmosphere was more homely. In
the factory, it was even possible for us to go and see the doctor
or the dentist, although I never used it, probably because I was
young.
We would get the salary in an envelope; each of us got a 100-dinar banknote and a cheque with it, which we were then able to
cash in at the bank.
What do you like best about the work you do?
I like working with people and I like that work is not monotonous.
What do you remember most from these past 30 years, any
memorable experiences?

Darko Šimnovec is celebrating two important milestones this year: 30 years since he
started working in Goričane and his 50th
birthday, which he celebrated in October.

I have fond memories of all my colleagues, nothing really bad has
ever happened.
What do you like doing in your free time?
During the summer, I like going to the seaside with my wife Marjana and I like cycling.

He is the head of packaging in the finishing department. The work
he does is very demanding as he is responsible for flawless packaging of packaging units, which then travel to end consumers.
When and how did you start working at papermill Goričane?

Do you have a motto that you live by? What means a lot to
you, what sort of values?

I started working in the electricity workshop of the paper mill
(Aero at the time) in 1983, but even before that I had conclud-

What means a lot to me is health and I do believe that you can do
anything if you’re healthy and if you have a bit of luck.

TRAINING: Basic programming of industrial controllers
Andreja Kalan

A competitive international environment requires continuous education and development of
skills and competences in numerous areas. At papermill Goričane, we are aware that highly
qualified employees are the key element of a successful company. That is why a decision was
made to invest a share of this year’s financial resources in training for the maintenance team.
In spring, three of our employees working in the electricity workshop thus attended a professional training course on programming industrial controllers that took place at the Kranj School
Centre. The course was designed to cover the requirements of
specific work positions at Goričane, and the participants were
trained in the basics of industrial controllers in order to be able

to work in controller and software maintenance as independently as possible. They were also taught how to create basic user
applications, including how to document and archive them.
Special attention was paid to the practical part where participants were able to try model programming.
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Health promotion in the workplace
Petra Hunjadi

In accordance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act, every employer is obliged to plan
and implement health promotion in the workplace. The employer does this in cooperation
with an authorized general practitioner, who informs each individual employee about the
steps necessary for a healthy lifestyle, the employee’s health indicators and the necessary
action at the time of the employee’s medical examination or whenever the doctor deems
necessary. Health promotion is a major contributor to reducing absence from work and increasing labour productivity.
Health is a process that includes mental, physical and social health
and quality of life.

So why invest in health promotion in the
workplace?

A healthy lifestyle is represented by active life, physical activity, a
healthy diet, appropriate mental health, stress reduction and life
without any harmful habits (alcohol abuse, smoking).

Because a healthy organization is based on healthy employees, who work in a supportive environment. Health
promotion in the workplace contributes to employees’
improved well-being and health, which results in reduced
absence from work, increased motivation and improved
productivity, facilitates recruitment, reduces staff turnover
and ensures a positive and attentive company image.

Health promotion in the workplace is focused on developing a
healthy workflow and incentives for responsible health-related
behaviour of the employees. Employees as the most important
source for the companies’ business operations are the ones to
benefit most from health promotion.
As a result of healthier habits employees have fewer health problems, their physical and mental well-being improves, as does their
attitude to work and, consequently, both the organization they
work for and the health insurance company benefit from this.
In view of the above, the employers’ task is to
carry out health promotion in the workplace by:
➜

trying to provide optimum ergonomics-related work
conditions;

➜

investing in the development of technology with a
view to facilitating work and preventing stress;

➜

organizing the work process suitably, so that employees work under conditions known in advance
and do not need to constantly adapt to new and unexpected situations in the workplace;

➜

providing appropriate employee training;

➜

informing their employees about the healthy lifestyle on noticeboadrs and by organizing training
in relation to the field of occupational safety and
health;

➜

promoting their employees’ sports activities in the
spare time;

➜

restricting or prohibiting smoking in the company.
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How to make a Christmas
stocking out of an old
sweater

You need::

• An old sweater (m
ulti-colo ured
or with stripes if po
ssible),
• needles and pins,
• scissors,
• some adhesive ta
pe,
• a sewing mach ine
or needle and
• thread, buttons
and any other
items that yo u
choose to use
to decorate the stoc
king
with.

Petra Hunjadi
In festive season, Christmas stockings hanging from a
mantelpiece and waiting for Father Christmas to fill them
with treats have become fairly popular in Slovenia, too.
So, along with traditional Christmas customs, such decorations should find their place in our homes as well.
If you happen to have an old sweater that you do not wear
anymore, it can be recycled into a Christmas stocking.

Instructions

s,
1 step:
t out the pattern
r the stocking. Cu
ntre of
ce
the
in
draw patterns fo
rn
tte
r and put the pa
glue them togethe
.
ter
ea
the sw
st

in
2nd step:
or pins so it stays
wn with needles
tmas
ris
Ch
the
pin the pattern do
of
lf
ha
cut out the first
place. Then yo u
.
lly
fu
re
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g
stockin

5th step:
for the hem of the
take the two pieces of cloth cut out
other. The right sides
stocking and put them on top of each
along the edges, so
ther
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s
piece
Seam
e.
are turned insid
when the strip is
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visib
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not
you make a strip (seams will
.
side)
right
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turned
6th step:
of both parts of the
the heel is sewn to the bottom side
side (see pictu re 6).
right
stocking. Sew the heel on the

3rd step:

turn the sweater to the other side and carefully cut
out the second half of the stocking.
4th step:

cut out the remaining two patterns for the stocking. You also need
to cut three pieces of suitable cloth. One piece will be used for a heel
and the other two pieces you will need to make a hem on the top of the
stocking.

t
7th step:
wn to it, inside ou
g, with the heel se
.
en
op
p
to
Tu rn the stockin
the
e
es together. Leav
and sew both sid
ans that stitchthe wrong side me
on
ng
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right side out.
Again,
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es will not be vis
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finally, the hem wi
wrong side out.
the
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ocking,
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9th step:

now you turn the stocking
with the right side out. Use
some sweater fabric to make
a loop and hang the stocking.
Of course, you can embellish
the Christmas stocking with
buttons or any other decorations you like.
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New Year’s Wishes
From Our Employees

Let your step be heard, let your word be courageous and our
cooperation as successful as it has been until now.

Nothing is as important as being healthy, only a healthy person
can work well, create and thrive.

VESNA GOLOB

MARJAN VIRANT

Dear colleagues, I wish you a healthy, happy, joyful and successful new year 2015, full of fresh ideas. Cheers!

All I want is to be and stay healthy for the rest of my time here
at this company.

LIDIJA PERVINŠEK

REFIK JOLĐIĆ

All I want is for everyone to be and stay healthy, everything
else will be fine.

To be able to work and to be healthy – these are the most
important things.

IVAN ŽEROVNIK

NISAD KALTAK

I wish I will be able to stay at home on January 1st and 2nd to
check what my wife is doing .

I wish you all to be healthy and get along well, both at work
and in your personal lives.

MARJAN ZORKO

SONJA BLAGOVIČ

Through the challenges of the new year, we should be guided
by knowing that the success of this company depends on each
and every one of us. I hope that year 2015 is written in the
history of Papermill Goričane as the year of constant improvement, innovation and personal growth for all of us.

I wish you health and wonderful moments in year 2015.

ALOJZIJA KORBAR TACAR

Health, love and more money.

ELMA BUDIMLIĆ

VUKOSAVA CVIJANOVIĆ
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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
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